






































complies with the DA?? 

In my opinion .. but happy to be corrected by those with a
greener thumb than me. As an example given it is a brand
new development, the thorned bougainvillea planted at the
new Jonson Lane, to eventually create a green arbour, is
unusual choice for a public walkway. So too, the larger trees
on their Browning St frontage that seem to be planted too
close to the road and gutter and may cause issues .. not to
mentioned the tree ferns planted in full sun.

3) Street Furniture / Seating - I’m sure this has been taken
into consideration, although I haven’t seen it applied in areas
such as the new interchange. Any furniture, long bench
seating or landscape hard walls, should consider the
damage skateboarders cause as these features are very
attractive.

Some of the current positions for seating in the plan, don’t
seem logical and maybe even a little random (some
rethinking needed). It would be nice though to ensure seating
is presented as distinct ‘enclaves’ to take a break from
downtown Byron and places along the beachfront. Apex
Park gets lots of attention without a practical solution for the
number of people, so it would be great to include a long
term fix. As long at the areas don’t become rubbish points,
which is another point, it makes sense to link seating and
bins (and plan for regular clearing).

4) Pedestrian meet Cars - any landscaping design should
review the likely movement of pedestrians crossing from
one side of the road to another. There are many examples
where people just walk through gardens; because they are
lazy yes, but the current landscaping layout allows it.
Landscaping should direct foot traffic to specific crossing
points.

There are also examples where landscaping obstructs vision
for drivers and pedestrians to see each other e.g. the
western side of Byron and Fletcher intersection. So key
areas where this happens should be planted back from
corner and pedestrian safety zones included in design.

5) Hard surfaces / paths / WSUD - I’m a big fan of softer
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Please, please plant lots of evergreen, shady trees, as many
places as you can - especially above seats. For inclusivity,
please install seats and benches with back supports and
arm rests - in soft, recycled materials or timber. No more
metal please - like the hot, round tables alongside Railway
Park.

We do need a more Pedestrian friendly CBD, we need adult
bike riders and skateboarders off the footpaths. We 100%
need eBikes off our footpaths! I was nearly mowed down by
a Teen late last year - young enough to legally ride a bicycle
on the footpath - but an eBicycle, at full speed? Surely not? I
have an Invisible Disabilty but was also in a sling with a
fractured arm and only just got out of his way in time.
Someone else may not have been able to move in time.

Let's offer improved, inclusive access to the CBD. Increase
correctly designed and dimensioned Mobility Parking Spots
and don't have council place large, traffic signs on the
footpath right next to them! The one outside of the ex
Backpackers Village, Jonson Street has a nature strip sign
that limits the accessiblity of any front seat passenger in the
vehicle parked there. Please remember it's not always the
driver that is the Mobility Badge Holder, that requires the
wider access to safely leave or enter a vehicle. This sign,
aimed at drivers, could be in the central reservation - where
drivers could clearly see it.

Good Luck with the next stage of this Design Guide! I hope,
with the community's imput we can look forward to creating
a more welcoming and inclusive CBD. 
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Prov de your feedback about the Draft Byron Bay Des gn

Gu de here.

Suggestions.
1. Keep 3 storey height limit on all building in Byron Bay and
the Byron shire.
2.Make Byron more beautiful by adding more trees, also
creating more Shade and couraging different types of native
Birds. [Mullumbimby is so visually appealing because of the
Bangalow palms] so Byron needs to be just as visually
Beautiful, Trees and plants gives a relaxing calming effect.
3.The Roundabouts.
On Ewingsdale at the BP service station, and the large
roundabout on the other side of the HWY towards Bangalow
and Tweed Heads, and the roundabout near the bus
terminal, they all need to be beautified with Bangalow
palms, Pandanus palm or /and magnifient Cuban Palms , so
as you enter Byron it would give a positive lasting
impression of how beautiful Byron Bay looks [NO ART
INSTALLATIONS as they end up being very tacky and a
embarrassment]
4. Put trains back on the rails, [enhance the Byron Railway
station with plants etc] , so worker who can not afford to live
in Byron Bay, can come to work in a no stress affordable
way and tourist can see and visit the other towns and
villages in the Byron Shire as 2.2 million visit Byron each
year.. This would also Reduce the amount of traffic that
comes to Byron on a daily basis.
5.Permaculture
As our world is changing and food prices are going up etc,
we are individuals need to grow more food .
The land next to the new Taf and could be used as
community gardens with a Hall similar to Ewingsdale Hall as
Cavanbah is not affordable. This Hall with a kitchen ,
creating meals from the garden, it would in walking distance
for Sunrise beach residents and could be used for
permaculture lessons , dance , yoga, art etc
Another area for community garden is the south end of
Jacaranda Drive, it has 3 fences so it would only require one
fence, to create a community garden.
Create food streets in Byron town ...
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